
is in  progress." 
n i s ,  from the man who sings "litties 

'n' Beer" with a (fairly) straight face. 
Some libenarians not acquainted with 

-1is mwic began to take nolice of Zappa 
m 1985, when he first confronted "Big 
Hother"-Tipper Gore's wellkonnected 
W t s  Music Resource Center (PMRCfi 
md her attemt w "label" (read "censor") 
:emin "undesirable" forms of music. 
During testimony before rhe Senate C0m- 
miltee on Commerce. Technology. and 
kmsponation, Zappa scornfully referred 
o the PMRC'S proposal as "an i l lkon- 
r i v e d  piece of nonsense which fails to 
ieliverany real benefits tochildren, [and] 
mfringes the civil liberties of people who 
ue notchildren."The Recording Indusuy 
4svriation of America (RIAA) evenmal- 

y capitulated anyhow, agreeing to implc- 
men1 the PMRC's system of "voluntary" 
labeling. 

Why? Zappa suspects that more than 
self-righteous moral fervor was at play 

sibility, especially for parents concerned 
about the welfare of their children. I f  a 
mother doesn't want the term masrurba- 
rion i n  her I I-year-o ld daughter's 
vocabulary, why not take the time to listen 
to the music she's listening to? Parents 
cannot come toexpst a legion ofgovem- 
ment agencies lo raiw their children for 
them merely becauw they can't find the 

prohibition and drug-related crime anc 
worries that governmen1 attempts to wn. 
trol illegal drug use produce results fa1 
worse than the problem itself. "Alcoho 
Prohibition." Zappa observes. "intducec 
us to the thrilling exploits of wise-gu) 
gangsters. supplying the entertainment 
needs of a booze-guzzling public-held 
hostage by a truly stupid piece of legisla. 
tion. Prohibition today has produced car. 
lels of international pany-boys who take 
in enough cash daily to finance the LBO 
of any Maybe c o 7 t , o n . 6 T ' j  th 'ka l  Frank Zappa I n't t w  

mysteriou after all Perhaps he' just a 
real-life Howard Roark with a human 
sense of humor. In  an era ere Big 
Government d+gds&$kir tax- 
financed days attempmg'to replace the 
free choices of individuals with the 
cenhal scrutiny of more "enlightened" so- 
cial policies, many will fmd Frank Zappa's 
modest propxals a welwme change. 

More imponant, you will alsodisagree 
Llere. Sounding a little bit like Nobel Fran,.L.ppa: own the govmmenl with him. and he doesn't really care. "It 
laureate economist James Buchanan, 4 doesn't own you." has never mattered to me that thiny mil- 
Zappa argues that the whole debacle lion people might think I'm wrong,"says 
was a simple case of an organized spe- time. Ofcourse, "0ffensive"is more p y  Frank. "The number of people who 
:ial interest (he well-heeled RIAA) snug- than black and white. When some mem- lhought Hitler was 'right' did not make 

, ben of the PMRC complain about por- him 'right.' " 
pographic music. they're really talking 

duced ~n Congress--in this cad, a tax on ) b u t  Purple Rain. 
sales o f  blank cassette tapes. -As / Zappa is equally aniculate on other ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Buchanan has been arguing for years, issues. On drug prohibition, for instance, docroralsrudenr in Georne 
the very individuals whose interests he somelimes echoes the views of Milton Mason Universiry, andassisranr ediro;of 
are k i n e  traded away--the Dublic--have Friedman, although it's a safe bet that the Market Process. Norhinp wrirren hrre is . . ~~ ~ 

very little influenceontheoutcomeoflhis two men have never met. Zappa sees a inrendedro reflecr rhe views of rhe 
political interchange. Buchanan refen to direct cause-effect relationship between Republican NarionolCommirree. 
this process as political "rent seeking." 
Zappa prefers the term "extortion." 

B eyond Buchanan-style public cholce The Choice of Life 
arguments. Zappa sees a more fun- 

damental moral argument against the BY TOM PALMER 
government-as-mother perspe&veof the 
PMRC. "A lot of people who cry out for 
government intervention or. as Tipper 
Gore called them. 'consumer tools,' to 
help raise and conml their children are 
people who are just too lazy to do it 
themselves .... Grandma never would have 
p t  up with this shit" 

His point is welltalren. Inany relative- 
ly tke society. the f i u d m  to choose 

lndlvldualr and Their Rlghls, by Tlbor R. Machan 
La Salle, Ill.: Open Court, 300 pages, S32.0Yf16.95 papr  

t has been I5 exciting years since the ing their righe. He offered linle or no I publlcahon . .  of Roben Nozick's Anar- argument, however. in defense of this 
chy. Slate, and Uropia made classical basic presumption, leading the 
liberal political philosophy respectable philosopher Thomas Nagle to charge that 
once again. Nozick anfully drew out the Nozick had advanced a form of "liber- 
implications of the idea that "individuals tarianism without foundations." 
have rights, and thereare things no person Ouite recentlv. a number of verv fine - .  

dwaysrnmcs~ithaburden50meres~n- or group can do to them" without violat- books have aimeared that attemut to oro- 
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MARCH 1990 

Machan's book, in h e  natural-rights 
tradition, is in many waysa sophisticated 
elaboration of Ayn Rand's distinctive ap- 
proach. Mach35 goes to b a t  6ngths to 
show that a naturalistic foundationcan be 
provided for moral claims; that what dis- 
tinguishes moral action from mere be- 
havior is freedom of choice: that the 
choicc of life-specifically the choice of 
human life--provides the context of all 
morality; hat the cornrniment to a human 
life entails responsibility for doing well in 
~ u r  own lives: and that political 
philosophy cannot be divorced from 
deeper foundations in ethics. 
I must confess that I had never been 

able to make any sense of the Randian 
focus on the "choice of life" as the foun- 
lation of morality until I read Machan's 
book. Why should the question ofsuicide 
x the foundation of all moralin? And. 

vide foundations for individual rights. 
Notable among them are H. Tristam En- 
gelhardt, Jr.'s The Foundorions of 
Biaethics. Henry Veatch's Human 
Rights:  F a c t  o r  Fancy?,  Loren 
Lomasky's Persons. Righrs, and rhe 
Mora l  Community, Jan Nameson's The 
Liberlarian Idea, and now Tibor R. 
Machan's Individuals and rheir Righrs. 

, . 
piven that one does not kill oneself, and 
ience (by default. as 11 were) "chooses" 
o live, how does that generate moral 
lorms? 

As Machan argues. "human existence 
suggests a distinctive ontological 
iomain. different from all others." 
3ence. it is wrong to take the detenninis- 
i c  path, for "human beings can choose 
ither lo reject or to pursue Life a d  this 
nmduces the distinctive domain of self- 
ietermination." Machan focuses on a 
zntral, &termining act of choice, which 
le sees as a yes-or-no commitment to a 
ather definite project "Given that thelife 
me has chosen to live is that o f  a human 
xing, a rational animal, one ought to 
:any on one's life by considering its na- 
ure and its circumstances in a careful. 
cnsiblc. rational fashion and guide 
meself in the light of the results." The 
,hoice generates the obligation. but there 
e m s  to be linle or no obligation for the 
:hoice itself. This may, however, be no 
ault of the argument but simply a sign of 
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theconuption o f  the questionerwhoasks. 
Why live at all? 

Perhaps the strongest feature of the 
book is Machan's rejection of the idcathat 
natural law is derived deductively from 
analysis o f  ideas or contemplation of 
timeless essences. The essence of man is 
not anidea in themindofGod. As Machan - 

I must confess that I 
had never been able 

to make any sense of 
the Randian focus on 
the "choice of life" as 

the foundation of 
morality until I read 
this book. Machan 

explores the meaning 
of that choice in the 

context of self- 
determination and 
moral obligation. - 

expresses the matter, essence is an epis- 
temological and not a metaphysical con- 
cept. As 1 understand him, that means that 
essences are not timeless i n  the way that 
metaphysical mths (for example, the law 
of the excluded middle) are, but may be 
revised in the light of experience. (Ibis 
seems to lead to the somewhat embarrass- 
ing conclusion that the nature of a thing 
changes when I leammore about it. I think 
that there is a way out of this trap, but 
Machan does not deal with the problem.) 

Natural law and natural rights are not 
necessarily self-evident but must be dis- 
covcnd. Previous civilizations that did 
not recognize human rights were not 
made up of stupid people unable to grasp 
obvious mths but of rational beings who 
had n a  yet had theexperiences that allow 
us todiscover n t h .  The philosophermay 
arrive on the sene later to rationalize- 
and perhaps even to extend-what has 
been learned, but the discovery procedure 
itself involves other processes besides 
philosophical speculation. 

Machan does no1 do any of this work 
for us here (not a flaw of the book), but 
exac,ly this task is  undenaken in F.A. 
Hayek's latest book, The Faral Conceir. 
What Hayek adds to the wncrete facts of 
history is what the Scottish moral 
philosophers called "conjectural his- 
rorv." that is. the rational reconstruction --,. ~~ 

of what na l  about historical them processes i s  reptable lo understand and hence 

universal. 

esldes somcornes abnuse metaphysi- B .  cal speculat~on. . '  Machan's book con- 

tains a great deal of sound common sense. 
Machan carefully and patiently deals with 
the objections of  antiliberal philosophers 
and offers convincing responses. He has 
synthesized a great deal of material in this 
work and has engaged the critics of liber- 
tarianism in a fair, respectful, and serious 
debate. I t  would be too great a task to 
examine all of the arguments, so I simply 
recommend that the reader buy the book. 
Having praised the book. I would like to 
move on to the much more manageable 
task of pointing out ils faults. 

First, Machan's view of moral choicc 
puts far too great a focus on deliberation 
in choice and Days too little attention to . . 
the formation of character and habit. He 
equates rationality wi th consc~ous 
deliberation. Machan would be on 
stronger ground i f  he were to emphasize 
the purposiveness of human action and 
not the deliberative character of choice. 

Second. his theory of propelty is rather 
muddled. While he makes very sound 
arguments about the necessity of property 
rights for moral choice, he offers a some- 
what confused set of founda~ions. On the 
one hand. he argues for "limits which 
spell out some spheres of personal 
authority" and that "private propeny 
rightsaremorally justified in pan because 
they are the concrete requirement for 
delineating the sphere of jurisdiction of 
each person's moral authority." But 
Machan also argues that the initial as- 
signment o f  property r igh ts  is  a 
"reward" (from whom?) for "ptudent 
judgment, widah land1 clear &%wnent 
of the prospsts one might anticipate 
from ...' mixing of one's labor.' " 

What. then. of so-called "intellectual 



property rightsv'? AIC they justified? On 
the one hand, they limit our rights to Use 

tangible  property (our voices. 
cameras, tape recorders, printers, in- 
dustrial machinery, etc.), even without 
,y form of consent--mcit or express- 
to be so limited. On the other hand, they 
are often justified as rewards for creative 

Here the arguments seem to con- 
flict Even worse, this combination of 
arguments leads Machan to argue that 
many profits are "undeserved but still 
merit legal protection: undeserved, be- 
cause the result of chance orof  actions- 
such as  sel l ing pornography-that 
Machan considers immoral but not 
rights-violating. 

This is a terrible confuion, one that 
threatens to undermine the moral founda- 
tions of the market system. It would be 
much better to combine the property 
theory of Locke with the moral dualism 
of Hayek. The theory of self-ownership, 
or ownership by each person of his or her 
body, provides a firmer foundation for 
property rights than such inherently sub- 
jective notions as "moraldesert." A "two- 
tiered" approach to morality, with one set 
of rules for the small group-such as the 
family, where moral desert makes 
sense-and another, absmct ser of rules 
for the extended order-such as the 
market econorny--avoids the problems 
with which Machan inadequately deals. 

Third. and by far the biggest problem 
with Machan's book, is his concluding 
argument for government. There are two 
elements to his argument. The more wor- 
risome is his assenion that we "consent" 
to be governed and that we can even 
consent to give away our rights. Thus. 
criminals "consent" to be punished, even 
with death. 

Machan rather clumsily employs the 
thwry of implicit consem the tool of 
tyrants for hundreds of years. Implicit 
consent i s  far more likely to justify 
slavery than freedom. Mormver. it con- 
tradicts one  of the central claims of 
Machan's theory of rights-that some 
rights are inalienable features of our 
human existence. Locke saw the uap in 
the implicit consent argument and instead 
a % u d  that although inalienable rights 
could mva be given to another. they civilization. (BeMett also scolded stu- cluded investigatiom of big-timecollege 

could be made forfeir, through various 
heinous criminal acts, such as murder. 

The seccmdelement to Machan'sargu- 
ment for government is historically false: 
He simply asserts-with no argument at 
all-that "a just human community can 
have only one final authority" and "it is a 
necessary feature of a good human com- 
munity that its political authority be un- 
divided." A s  economic and legal 
historians have shown, the emergence of 
the rule of law, individual rights. and 
widespread prosperity in the West was a 
result, not simply of philosophical 
speculation and propaganda, but of the 
dispersion of political, legal, religious, 

science, in economic life, in law, or i~ 
politics-would be to destroy the vee 
process that allows us to learn about thc 
world. Thus, if Machan is right an( 
natural law is a matter to be discovered 
and not simply deduced from gazing a 
"timelessessences," then monopolizatior 
of law and authority would leave us blind 
unable to know what natural law is. 

Despite its shmcomings, Individual. 
and Their Rights is well worth reading 
Machan offers good arguments for in. 
dividual rights and the free society the) 
ground, and even when he is wrong hi! 
mrstakes are illuminating. 

and economic authority and the resulting Tom C,  Palmer is dtrecror of sludenr 
competition these t' f a i n  at rhe lnsrirvte for Humane Studies 
attract followem capital. skills. popula- at Ceorne Moron u n i v e r s i ~  d irecm 
tion. and so on. of the Vien~-based Easr-West Ourreach 

As Hayek has argued. competition is a Program. ajoinr project of 1HS and the 
discovery procedure and to cut it off-in Carl Menger lnrtiture in Vienna. 

/ 
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Unreliable Guide 
BY ALLEN R. SANDERSON 

Chooslng a College. by Thomas Sowall 
New Yo* Harper & Row, 214 pages, S17.951S7.95 paper 

homas Sowell is often-and inten- T .  t l ona~~y-con t rover s i a l ,  oc-  
casionally infuriating, never boring, and 
usually right From clever applications 
and extensions of basic economic prin- 
ciples, to broader social, philosophical, 
and public policy questions, his perspec- 
tives and coneibutions have earned him 
a substantial readership and a loyal fol- 
lowing (of which this reviewer is a mem- 
ber). Thus when he sets out, as father. 
economist, and educator, to write a guide 
for prospective college students and their 
parents, the reader anticipates a solid ad- 
dition to the genre. However, Choosing a 
College proves a disappointing and per- 'I' pet -- Omr a 

ham even distuhine book. dlaappdnting gulde to colleges. 

Bashing higher education has been a dents for having too much money and 
popularpanicipant and spectator spon of colleges for taking it horn them.) Charles 
the 1980s. Allan Bloom's The Closing of Sykes's Profscam claimed, among other 
the American Mind, aided by former things, that professors have driven a 
Secretary of Education William Bennett large, self-serving wedge between 
and others. fueled debates on Western reward and effort Other forays have in- 
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athletics, the validity o f  both stan- best. Chapters one through four offer and in subsequent chapters Sowell as- 
dardized admissions tests and solid information and thoughtful counsel sumes levels ofbothnaivete and sophis- 
W r a t o r y  courses (as well as the causes on a range of important questions--tests tication on the pan of parents and high 
of declining SAT scores in this country), and admissions. costs and financial aid, school seniors that are unlikely and in- 
and, most recently. alleged collusion and differences among colleges (including consistent. 
pricefixing among the nation's elite col- institutional type and personal factors Few would argue with Sowell'l com- 
leges and universities. suchasvalues).Nonnative aspects in these ment that "the pl~cies ,  practices, and a c  

pages are confined to the economisl's tttudes of colleges and their officials can 

I n Choosing, Sowell is, for all practical perspective that working one's way influence the social environment, which 
purposes, functioning as a critic of through college is less efficient than can be of enormous importance to the 

higher education. The book is not so borrowing (though this overlooks the personal as well as academic develop- 
much a guide as it is a personal litany of social and change-of-pace benefits ment of a studem." But this is the intro- 
complaintsthat are barely distinguishable from working while attending school), duction to one of the longest sectons in 
fromthoseofBemett. Bloom, Sykes.and and the assertion that research univer- the book, and what follows it is a condem- 
others. Siskel and Ebert review films, sities value research over teaching (while nation of current seruol policies, prac- 
sometimesverycritically,buttheyarenot rejoinders from these institutions would Iices, and attitudes, which include 
Openly hostile to the medium. They are point out that these two activities are distribution of "safer sex" kits, encourage- 
also knowledgeableand they do their closely and positively related because in- ment of nontraditional sexual experimen- 
homewok The same could be said of volvement in the advancement of tation, pro-gay and lesbian stances, and 
those in the ABC booth for "Monday knowledge increases effectiveness in the coed dormitories (the longest list in the 
Night Football." classroom). entire book is of colleges and universities 

But reading Sowell on colleges is akin In this section and throughout the with predominantly single-sex living ac- 
to watching Sam Donaldson covering book. Sowell focuses almost entlaly on commodations).Thepoint isnotthat such 
Republican conventions: He is uncom- permutationsof doctorates-the percent- things are unimponant--calling attention 
lortable with this crowd, his satisfactions age of an undergraduate student body to abuses and biases is to be applauded- 
Ire heavily dependent on an occasional, continuing on forPh.D.s(very smalleven but that Sowell's coverage is callow and 
rrendipitous uncovering of land mines in the best colleges), the percentage of caustic and has little in the way of sub- 
n the making, and his fears of being faculty members at a given school with stance orcounsel. 
m ~ g  or ignored influence his reporting. Ph.D.s, t h e m u a t e  schools and program In previously published material 
Sowell needs no permit to be a critic of whence a college's faculty members ob- Sowellraisedthe"mismatchissue-that 
ligher education, though he may have to mined their Ph.D.s, and so fonh-as the black students on many campusesmay be 
ake a number and get in line, but he basic measure ofqual~ty. While probably at the top of their academic group or with 
;h~uld not be doing it in the guise of a important, placing these criterta so far respect to the population as  a whole, but 
>u@ how-to volume subtitled "A beyond anything else. tothe exclusion of their academic records would place them 
h i d e  for Parents and Students." all others (including graduates who pur- near the bottom of student bodies at their 

Throughout Choosing, Sowell  i s  sue advanced training and careers in predominantly white institutions. The 
jpenly hostile, angry, and goading business, law, or medicine, for ex- point iscontroversial,itraisesbothhack- 
oward most of higher education. His ample), is odd and quite l~kely dlstons les and important policy questions. and it 
:omplaintsare seemingly ubiquitous, and the larger case he wants to make. is a claim that in this day and age could 
US language is unnecessarily pejorative have teen made explicit only by a black 
md condescending. Sowell rails against he middle third of the book I S  Inap- educator such as Sowell. But beyond this. 
:ddonnitories, publicgraffiti, interdis- T propnate . at best. Chapters five to the chapter on minority students is unfor- 
:iplinary programs, Marxists, professors seven dwell, viaacollectionof anecdores tunately of little use to. and probably un- 
vho don't teach undergraduates, social and thinly disguised prejudices. on realistic for, the vast majority of black 
ermissiveness, college athletics. treat- Sowell's pet peeves and on factors that students and their families. 
nent of minorities, and even food on one may want to consider in making the 
ampus. From an avowed purpose "to most of collegeonce matriculated but not w hile Edward Fiske and other 
lelp parents and students sort out some in choosing one school over another. authors of popular guidebooks 
lasic and very imponant questions" and While topics such as tests, financial aid, rely on small armies of students, surveys. 
to offer some practical suggestions." he other published guides, and libraries and reams of data for their commentaries 
211s parents in the same breath "not [to] receive some coverage, the largest sec- and tables, Sowell's research exhibits lit- 
kfer to, or t e  intimidated by. educators tions are devoted to indoctrination and tle depth. His caes  and examples are 
ih0 have failed so many children in so irresponsibility in teaching, the sexual largely anecdotal and most likely isolated 
m y  ways for so long." environment, and how colleges mis- examples that could be generated-and 

The first third of the book is by far the match black students. Furthermore, here virtually assumi-by the Law of Large 




